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Abstract. Whereas vision based 3D reconstruction strategies have pro-
gressed substantially with the abundance of visual data and emerging
machine-learning tools, there are as yet no equivalent work or datasets
with which to probe the use of the touching information. Unlike vision
data organized in regularly arranged pixels or point clouds evenly dis-
tributed in space, touching trajectories are composed of continuous basic
lines, which brings more sparsity and ambiguity. In this paper we address
this problem by proposing the first end-to-end haptic reconstruction net-
work, which takes any arbitrary touching trajectory as input, learns an
implicit representation of the underling shape and outputs a watertight
triangle surface. It is composed of three modules, namely trajectory fea-
ture extraction, 3D feature interpolation, as well as implicit surface val-
idation. Our key insight is that formulating the haptic reconstruction
process into an implicit surface learning problem not only brings the
ability to reconstruct shapes, but also improves the fitting ability of
the network in small datasets. To tackle the sparsity of the trajectories,
we use a spatial gridding operator to assign features of touching tra-
jectories into grids. A surface validation module is used to tackle the
dilemma of computing resources and calculation accuracy. We also build
the first touching trajectory dataset, formulating touching process un-
der the guide of Gaussian Process. We demonstrate that our method
performs favorably against other methods both in qualitive and quanti-
tative way. Insights from the tactile signatures of the touching will aid
the future design of virtual-reality and humanrobot interactions.

1 Introduction
Studying the mechanics of rebuilding the surface of objects through touching
will complement vision-based scene understanding. Humans have the ability to
imagine the shape of an unknown object by sliding along the surface, some of
them are even capable of identifying among different persons. This is usually ac-
complished by first exploring the surfaces of target objects, then integrating the
information from different locations and imagining the whole shape according
to prior knowledge. Although 3D reconstruction has been a classical research
topic in vision and robotics applications, reconstruction from touching is still an
uncharted territory to explore. Here in this paper, we design a data-driven algo-
rithm to learn an uniform 3D representation space with touching information,
and generate detailed 3D surface mesh as output.
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2 J.Liu et al.

Touching trajectories are usually treated as continuous curves, which can
be discretized as a list of 3D coordinates. As the exploration can be started at
any position and the local situation of the exploration is different each time,
one target object may result in countless touching coordinate sequences. If our
reconstruction framework is carried out in the order of exploration, it will be
difficult to learn features that truly represent the global shape of objects. Our
key insight is that the information contained in each trajectory is independent
to the exploring orderswe can treat a touching trajectory as a special kind of
point cloud that is dense in some local direction but extremely sparse in a global
way.

In the recent few years, many neural network-based methods have been pi-
oneered to mine the information contained in disorganized data such as point
clouds, namely Multi-Layer Perceptron based methods[24][25], voxelization based
methods[3][10][15], and graph based methods[33][34]. [39] takes partial point
clouds as input, extract features with gridding and 3D convolution function, and
obtain the final completed point cloud by predicting the coordinates after per-
forming reverse gridding and feature sampling. However, none of these methods
is designed to deal with touching trajectories. Besides, most of these methods still
take more operations for the final presentation of a shape, namely, a triangular
mesh. Reconstructing or generating from low-information domain brings extra
difficulties, especially when there is no bidirectional mapping between 3D shape
domain and this domain. [41] and [18] learns geometric transformations between
a low-information domain and the 3D surfaces domain without taking point-to-
point correspondences, namely transforming between meso-skeletons and sur-
faces, partial and complete scans, etc. However, data from those two domains
are required to follow a global one-to-one mapping relationship. In our situa-
tion, touching trajectories are generated in a more random way. There isn’t a
specific mapping function from a complete shape to a touching trajectory, on
the contrary, each target shape corresponds to a continuous touching space.

To address the issues mentioned above, we introduce an end-to-end haptic
reconstruction network3, which takes a sparse point cloud as input and generates
triangular meshes as output. The framework of our method is illustrated in Fig.
1. Instead of learning the coordinates of new generated point clouds, we learn
an implicit manifold for each target shape and use a random spatial sampling
mechanism to supervise the generated implicit surface. During inference stage,
we reconstruct a watertight triangular surface under the same framework by
organizing the sampled points as the vertices of high-resolution grids. We also
build a customized touching trajectory dataset to support the training of our
network. We formulate an ordinary touching logic into a Gaussian process(GP)
learning problem, and use the variance as a guide to explore the surface to
somewhere that has not been touched. We assume the mapping function from
the implicit surface to the touched surface points as a Gaussian Process, the
goal of exploring the surface as much as possible is thus simplified to exploring

3 Dataset and source code can be found: https://github.com/LiuLiuJerry/
TouchNet
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End-to-end Surface Reconstruction For Touching Trajectories 3

towards high variances, which indicates a high uncertainty during touching. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method in both quantitative and qualitive
way. It has been proved that our method not only succeeds in accomplishing
touching reconstruction task, but also outperforms other potential methods by
a large margin.

Our contributions are listed as follows:

– To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to pioneer the reconstruc-
tion from touching information. Our touching-reconstruction method can be
taken as the first step of haptic shape learning and multimodal understand-
ing.

– We propose the first touching reconstruction network, which embeds irregu-
lar exploration paths into an uniform feature space and generates watertight
triangle meshes as output.

– We present the first touching trajectory dataset to support more data-driven
methods requiring touching trajectory data.

– This method will serve as a knowledge base for learning and rebuilding from
very irregular point clouds.

As the first step of haptic-reconstruction, this framework can be used in
haptic identification, 3D object creation and many other practical applications.

Feature Grid Feature Grid MlpTouching Trajectory

Resulting Mesh 

3D convolutional Network Sampled Feature Classification Results

Mlp Grid Vertex FeatureClassification Results

(a) 

(b) 

Ground Truth

Space 
Sampler

Sampled Points

Fig. 1. Overview of our method. (a) Training process. (b) Reconstruction process.

2 Related Work

The existing relative research works involve both 3D reconstruction and haptic
perception fields, which are detailed as follows.

3D Reconstruction. Existing 3D reconstruction algorithms are mostly de-
signed to generate shapes from images or videos, while few of them generate
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from other domains such as contour lines, meso-skeletons or latent codes derived
from a learned implicit manifold space. The internal mechanism can be further
categorized into deformation-based methods and generation-based methods.

Deformation based methods assume the target shape is topological homeo-
morphism with a given shape, learning the deformation between the origin shape
and the target shape. [17] optimizes object meshes for multi-view photometric
consistency by posing it as a piecewise image alignment problem. [12] incorpo-
rates texture inference as prediction of an image, learning the deformable model
with one single image. These kind of methods are widely used in human face and
body reconstruction tasks, basing on the widely used 3D morphable face model
3DMM[6] and 3D morphable human shape model SMPL[19]. [8] first proposes to
harness the power of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to reconstruct the
facial texture. [26] proposes a learning based method to learn complete 3D mod-
els with face identity geometry, albedo and expression parameters from images
and videos. To avoid the statistical dependency contained in training dataset,
[35] estimates 3D facial parameters using several independent networks, which
results in a much bigger description space. In human shape reconstruction field,
the problem tends to be more complicated with the disturbing information intro-
duced by clothes. [1] learns to reconstruct the 3D human shape from few frames.
It first encodes the images of the person into pose-invariant latent codes, then
predicts the shape using both bottom-up and top-down streams.

To relax the reliance on the model’s parameter space, [13] encodes the tem-
plate mesh structure within the network from a single image using a GraphCNN.
[21] constructs local geometry-aware features for octree vertices and designs a
scalable reconstruction pipeline, which allows dividing and processing different
parts in parallel for large-scale point clouds. [28] proposes to learn an implicit
representation of each 3D shape. With the proposed end-to-end deep learning
method, highly detailed clothed humans are digitized. The key insight of learn-
ing the implicit representation also inspired our work which has been presented
in this paper. Other researchers predict a complete shape represented as point
clouds, such as [20].

Besides generating from vision information, [16] proposes to learn generat-
ing semantic parts in a step by step way, and assembles them into a plausible
structure. [18] augments 3D shapes by learning the generation process under the
guidance of a latent manifold space. Utilizing the power of PointNet++ [24][25],
[41] generates point surfaces from meso-skeletons by learning the displacement
between two domains, without relying on point-to-point correspondences. How-
ever, this method still requires the shape of same domain organized in a uniform
way, and the mapping is assumed to be bidirectional, which is not suitable in
the touching procedural, while one shape will have countless touching results.
[39] addresses the irregularity problems by proposing three differentiable lay-
ers: Gridding, Gridding Reverse, and Cubic Feature Sampling. The Gridding
and Reverse Gridding operation has been proved to be an efficient way to learn
both local and global features, but the generation framework is not capable of
predicting smooth surface when the given point clouds are extremely sparse.
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Haptic Perception. Tactile perception as well as tactile information based
learning are commonly used in robot manipulation. For the purpose of object
perception, plenty of work has been proposed to learn the feature of the local
surface, such as [4,22,14,30,7,2,27,36,9]. Those work usually collects multimodal
information using specially designed sensing components, using operation includ-
ing pressing, sliding and tapping, and finally classifies the material or the shape
of the objects using different mathematical methods, such as wavelet transform,
dictionary learning, convolutional neural networks, etc. To interpretate tactile
data in a global way, [29] proposes to treat tactile arrays obtained from different
grasps using tactile glove as low-resolution single channel images, and utilizes
the strong power of deep convolutional neural network to identify objects using
filtered tactile frames. However, the grasping gestures as well as trajectories indi-
cating spatial location information are not taken into consideration, which limits
the perception of objects’ 3D shape. [40] and [5] propose active learning frame-
works based on optimal query paths to efficiently address the problem of tactile
object shape exploration. Limited by the normal estimation algorithm as well as
the flexibility of manipulators, those methods only work for objects with very
primitive shapes, and the reconstruction results only indicate a rough outline
of the actual objects. [32] and [31] incorporate depth and tactile information to
create rich and accurate 3D models. However, the tactile information is only ac-
quired as augmentation, while the majority of a target shape is still provided by
depth camera. Here in our work, we demonstrate that using tactile information
only has been sufficient for detailed high-quality shape reconstruction tasks.

3 Haptic Reconstruction Network

We treat haptic trajectory reconstruction as a particular shape completion prob-
lem, where the input data is extremely sparse in a global way, but is continuous
along the exploration direction. Overall, it contains very limited information
comparing to partial point clouds taken by a depth camara, and contains more
ambiguity compared to contour lines or meso-skeletons. The size of the dataset
is also limited by the big difficulty of collecting touching data, which challenges
the ability of reconstruction network to learn the key feature of a "good shape"
as well. Here we adapt the idea of gridding input touching trajectory points into
a grid for feature extraction, and propose our own designment for the touching
reconstruction task, including trajectory feature extraction, 3D feature interpo-
lation and implicit surface validation.

3.1 Trajectory Feature Exaction

In recent years, many neural network-based methods have been pioneered to
mine the information contained in unorganized data such as point clouds. One
type of them is to use the Multi-Layer Perceptions and pooling functions to
aggregate information across points. These kind of methods do not fully consider
the connectivity across points and the context of neighboring points. Another
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Fig. 2. Architecture of our touching reconstruction network. ⊕ denotes feature addi-
tion. The number of sampled points is set to 4000.

type of approaches are to voxelize the point cloud into binary voxels, then apply
3D convolutional neural networks to those voxels. Limited by the resolution of
the voxels, theses methods have to drop the high-precision location information,
resulting in a waste of the precision of the original data. Inspired by GRNet[39],
here we apply gridding operation to explicitly preserve the structural and context
information.

Taken a touching trajectory as inputs, gridding operator assigns the trajec-
tory points into regular grids. For each point of the point cloud, the correspond-
ing grid cell the point lies in is found according to their coordinates. Then eight
vertices of the 3D grid cell are weighed using the function that explicitly mea-
sures the geometric relations of the point cloud. By applying this operation, the
point clouds are mapped into 3D grids without loss of data accuracy. Then we
adopt a 3D convolutional neural network with skip connections to extract the
global features indicated by the sparse touching trajectories. As is detailed in
Fig. 2, the architecture of our network follows the idea of U-net[38]. It has four
3D convolutional layers, two fully connected layers and four transposed convolu-
tional layers. Each convolutional layer has a bank of 43 filters with padding of 2,
while each transposed convolutional layer has a bank of 43 filters with padding
of 1 and stride of 2. The numbers of output channels of two fully connected lay-
ers are 2048 and 16384. Features are flattened into one-dimensional data before
being taken into fully connected layers. Batch normalization and leaky ReLU ac-
tivation are used to prevent the network from gradient vanishing problem. After
that, a sampler as well as Multilayer Perceptron Layers are used to transform
the learned feature manifold into in-out labels of each sampled points, which is
detailed in Section 3.3.
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Fig. 3. Different feature aggregation methods. (a)Sum operation. (b)Trilinear interpo-
lation.

3.2 3D Feature Interpolation

Feature aggregation, namely feature fusion and feature sampling, has been an
important subject in neural network related researching. Common feature fusion
operations are meanly accomplished by global concatenation and addition. Ad-
dition and concatenation of eight vertices of the 3D grid cell where each point
lies in has been proved to aggregate the local context information of each point
and build a connection between 3D gridding features and sampled points. How-
ever, this function does not take into account the relative distances between each
point and the corresponding vertices of grid cell, which play important roles in
traditional geometry descriptor computation.

We introduce a new feature aggregation operator, called 3D Feature Inter-
polation, to integrate features of surrounding grid vertices to sampled points.
This operation assumes that the gridding features are a regular discretization
of a continuous feature manifold. A manifold is a topological space which has
the property of Euclidean space locally, every local area of which is linear and
homeomorphic to the Euclidean space. Built on this assumption, we perform
interpolation based on the distance to the grid cell edges it lies in. Trilinear
interpolation, widely known as a intuitive and explicable interpolation method
in graphics, is chosen as our feature interpolation operator.

Let S = {fv
1 , f

v
2 , ..., f

v
t3} be the feature map of 3D CNN, where t3 is the size

of the feature map, and fv
i ∈ Rc. Given a sampled point pi, its corresponding
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feature is signed as f c
i , which is computed as

f c
i = f c

θi
0
(1− xd)(1− yd)(1− zd)+

f c
θi
1
xd(1− yd)(1− zd)+

f c
θi
2
(1− xd)yd(1− zd)+

f c
θi
3
(1− xd)(1− yd)zd+

f c
θi
4
xd(1− yd)zd+

f c
θi
5
(1− xd)ydzd+

f c
θi
6
xdyd(1− zd)+

f c
θi
7
xdydzd,

(1)

where xd, yd, and zd is the proportional distance to corresponding cell edges:
xd = D(pi, pθi

0
)/D(pθi

1
, pθi

0
)

yd = D(pi, pθi
1
)/D(pθi

2
, pθi

1
)

zd = D(pi, pθi
2
)/D(pθi

3
, pθi

2
).

(2)

{pθi
j
}8j=1 denotes the coordinate of the vertices the point pi lies in, {fθi

j
}8j=1

denotes the features of eight vertices, and D(, ) computes the Euclidean distance
between two coordinates. Note that this operator is simple and differentiable,
which makes it easy to be extended to other tasks.

3.3 Implicit Surface Validation

Representing target objects as implicit surfaces, the formulation of the ground
truth shape is written as:

S =
{
x ∈ R3|F(x) = 1

}
, (3)

where S ∈ R3 is the one level set of function F : Ω ∈ R3 → R. The touching
trajectories are denoted as set of point clouds P = {Pi}wi=1.

To validate the implicit surface learned by our network, we use a rejection-
sampling strategy to quantify the error between implicit surfaces and ground
truth shapes. To strengthen the ability of the network to learn the details, we
adapt an Gaussian distribution based adaptive sampler. It first samples points
on the surface of ground truth objects, then adds random displacements to the
sampled points under the guide of a Gaussian distribution. After that, we sam-
ple uniformly inside the whole space and randomly choose 4000 points as the
sampling results.

The validation process is mathematically modeled as a Multi-Layer Percep-
tion function. The numbers of output channels of fully-connected layer are de-
signed as 64, 128, 32, 1. Finally, an in-out label is computed using a sigmoid
function. Compared to generating point cloud positions, our method can learn
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a continuous implicit surface which can be transformed into triangular meshes
for further usage. Besides, this rejection sampling method turns the complex
position regression problem into a simpler two-way classification problem, which
is more suitable for a network to excel.

During reference, the validation module is integrated into an octree based
marching cubes algorithm. During reconstruction, the generation space is dis-
cretized and the vertices are organized in an octree structure for different resolu-
tions. The inside-outside values are first calculated in a low resolution, and then
the cubes whose vertex values vary from each other are evaluated in a higher
resolution. We find the isosurface by calculating the position coordinates of each
intersection point.

3.4 Loss Function

For the convenience of calculation, we denote the ground truth label as :

Sgt =

{
1, p ∈ mesh

0, p /∈ mesh
(4)

The loss function is defined as the L2 distance between the predicted label
and the ground truth:

L =
∑
i∈P

∥∥Si
pred − Si

gt

∥∥2
2

(5)

Here P is the point set sampled around the target shapes, Si
pred is the ith label

predicted by our network, and Si
gt is the corresponding label indicating the in-out

relationship with the ground truth shape.

4 Dataset Acquisition

Different from traditional shape reconstruction task, one challenge we handled
is, there’s no such a dataset for us to validate our algorithm directly. Here we
propose our own haptic dataset, and introduce our method for the acquisition.
Acquisition of the dataset containing the trajectory generated by real hands
requires specially designed hardware and is a waste of time. Here we formulate
the touching procedural as a process of minimizing the uncertainty of the target
object under the guide of Gaussian Process, and build the touching dataset in
computer simulation.

4.1 Gaussian Process

Gaussian process has been proposed as a regression method for implicit surfaces[40].
It not only approximates the underlying surface but also provides an uncertainty
measure for the mesh. A GP models the probability P (F (x)|P) as a Gaussian
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distribution, where P (F (x)|P) is the probability of the implicit surface function
F conditioned on the tactile data:

µF (X) = m+ κ(x)T b (6)

the variance is computed as:

VF (x) = k(x, x)− κ(x)TG−1κ(x) (7)

where κ, K and G represent matrixes of kernel functon k.
κ(x) = (k(x;x1), ..., k(x;xw))

T , G = K+σ2
nIw ∈ Rw×w, K = (k(xi;xj))

w
i,j=1,

b = G−1(Y − m) ∈ Rw, Y = (c1, ..., cw)
T . We set m = 1 as the prior mean,

representing that most part of the space is empty.
For each time, we compute the contact points as well as the local normal at

contact position, which will be used during exploration stage.

4.2 Touching Simulation

Aside from obtaining the surface from GP, at each time, our final goal is to
compute a direction in the local Euclidean space and simulate the exploration
result for the next time step. As what has been mentioned, we estimate the
GP variance function as an evaluation for the uncertainty. Our assumption is
that moving towards a most uncertain position will maximize the information
obtained during the sliding and thus minimize the exploration time. We compute
the gradient of the GP variance function as:

gVF
(x) =

∂k

∂x
(x, x)− 2κ(x)TG−1 ∂κ

∂x
(x) (8)

We donate the exploration direction as g =
gVF (x)

|gVF (x)| . As shown in 4(a), the
exploration direction g could point at any direction in 3D space. To make this
direction meaningful, we project g on the tangent space of target shape at point
Pi, and normalize the projected V

′

i as Vi. The next point Pi+1 is obtained by
moving point Pi towards direction Vi and projecting the moved point P

′

i+1 on
the surface, noted as Pi+1.

Exploring objects of complex shape in this method directly might cause local
optimal resultsthe exploring point moves inside a low variance region back and
forth, ignoring other unexplored regions. This is because the exploring point
walks into a region surrounded by places which have been explored before, thus
the point might find the variance low enough to quit the exploration. In this
situation the generated path does not contain a global information of target
object, discriminative information might be missed. To avoid this, we stop the
local marching and choose a new start position where the variance is estimated
to be the highest. We stop exploring once the exploration exceeds certain steps
and use the explored paths represented as points as input.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Local trajectory planning and examples of touching simulation results.
(a)Schematic diagram of local exploration direction calculation. (b)Touching simula-
tion results of a bottle. (c)Touching simulation results of an airplane model.

5 Experiments

5.1 Implementation Details

We build the touching dataset from a subset of ShapeNet[37]. Before conducting
touching simulation, we convert the triangle soups into watertight manifold sur-
faces using projection-based optimization method[11]. We organize three subjects
of shapes, Bottle, Airplane, Car, which contains 106, 1972, 1989 target shapes
respectively. For each shape, we simulate 4 touching trajectories with randomly
chosen start points.

We implement our network using PyTorch[23] with Adam optimizer, and
train the network with a batch size of 4 for 200 epochs on NVIDIA V100 GPUs.
We use a multi-step learning rate and the initial learning rate is set to 1e− 4.

5.2 Quantitative Results

We conduct our evaluation on sampled points labeled as in for comparison. Let
T = (xi, yi, zi)

nT
i=1 be the ground truth and S = (xi, yi, zi)

nS
i=1 be a reconstructed

shape being evaluated, where nT and nS are the numbers of points of T and S,
we use Chamfer Distance and F-Score as quantitative evaluation metrics.

Chamfer’s distance. Following some existing generation methods[39][41],
we take this as a metric to evaluate the global distance between two point clouds.
Given two point clouds written as S and T , this distance is defined as:

LCD =
1

nS

∑
s∈S

mint∈T ∥s− t∥22 +
1

nT

∑
t∈T

mins∈S ∥s− t∥22 (9)
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Table 1. Evaluations of different reconstruction methods. We use d = 1 in F1-Score
calculation. CD represents the Chamfer’s distance multiplied by 10−3. − means that the
network fails to learn a distribution and the resulting indicator is meaningless. Ours-FA
represents our network with feature addition operator, Ours-FI represents our network
with trilinear feature interpolation operator. The best results are highlighted in bold.

dataset Indicators PointNet++ GRNet Ours-FA Ours-FI

Bottle F-score(@1%) - 43.62% 90.08% 92.74%
CD(×10−3) - 0.44 0.2781 0.2718

Airplane F-score(@1%) - 62.28% 86.11% 87.95%
CD(×10−3) - 1.29 0.2185 0.2279

Car F-score(@1%) - 26.07% 91.24% 91.37%
CD(×10−3) - 0.7221 0.1234 0.1203

F1-score. To quantify the local distance between two shapes, we use F-score
metric as:

LF−Score(d) = 2
PR

P +R
, (10)

where P and R are the precision and recall defined as the percentage of the
points whose distance to the closest point in another shape(written as min(, ))
is under threshold d:

P =
1

nS

∑
s∈R

|min(s, T ) < d| (11)

R =
1

nT

∑
t∈T

|min(t,S) < d| (12)

Each metric mentioned above is evaluated on all these three dataset. We take
the farthest point sampling method to sample the points into 2048-long points for
alignment. Table 1 shows that our framework achieves good indicators even with
an extremely small training set. In both cases, our method outperforms others
by a large margin, indicating the excellence and effectiveness of our network.

5.3 Qualitive Results

The details of the ground truth shapes, simulated touching trajectories, results
completed by GRNet, and the results of our methods are listed in Fig. 5. We
demonstrate that our method can easily tackle the problem of tactile trajec-
tory reconstruction. This method is compared with GRNet[39] and PointNet++-
based displacement learning function[18]. The PointNet++-based algorithm can
hardly learn the generation distribution of our irregular touching dataset. GRnet
learn a rough shape of the target object, but the generated point clouds have
blurred boundaries and lack detail. While sharing the gridding operation with
GRNet, our implicit surface learning strategy outperforms coordinate generation
strategy with more even points and smoother surfaces.
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(a) GT (b) input (e) Ours-M(c) GRNet (d) Ours-P

Fig. 5. Reconstruction results of Bottle and Airplane dataset. Column from left to
right is: (a) Ground truth shape of target objects, (b) Touching trajectories generated
from target objects, (c) Results from GRnet, (d) Sampled point clouds labeled as in
by our network, (e) Surface mesh reconstructed using our method.
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5.4 Ablation Study

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the 3D feature interpolation operator in
the proposed method, evaluations are conducted on different feature integration
methods, the results of which are also listed in Table 1. While network with
feature addition operator works fine compared to other framework, it still lags
behind the proposed network with feature interpolation operator, which confirms
the hypothesis that taking relative distance between cube vertices and points into
account can help networks learn a better distributions.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we study how to generate surface meshes directly from touching
trajectories. The main motivation of this work is to treat the touching sequences
as a specific kind of point clouds. To achieve this goal, we formulate the re-
construction problem as an implicit surface prediction task. We introduce our
end-to-end reconstruction network, which contains trajectory feature extraction,
3D feature interpolation and implicit surface validation module. To the best of
our knowledge, this network is the first method to reconstruct surface meshes
from pure touching information. To validate the efficiency of our method, we
also propose the first touching trajectory dataset. Both qualitive and quantita-
tive evaluations as well as comparisons are conducted on the proposed dataset,
which indicates the effectiveness and superiority of our method.
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